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The thrilling conclusion to the King Arthur and Her Knights Series!Britt has finally settled into her life

as King Arthur. Her knights know who she really is, her lands are peaceful, and she has friends and

a family she loves. But all of this is threatened when Rome, led by Emperior Lucius, invades.In

order to repel the Romans and assure Camelot's survival, Britt must achieve Merlin's greatest

ambition and unite all of Britain. Will she succeed, or will she fall on the battlefield?The King Arthurs

and Her Knights series pegs a modern girl against the strange events of ancient England. The

stories are based on Arthurian legends and are sprinkled with humor, knightly love, and a dash of

magic. If you enjoy strong characters and tales about the Round Table, check out the King Arthurs

and Her Knights today!
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I have loved this take on the King Arthur legend. Basically Arthur runs off with a shepherdess,

leaving Merlin with no king to put on the throne and fulfill his dreams of a united Britain. Merlin uses



a spell, linked to the sword in the stone, and ends up pulling Britt Arthurs, an American, back to

Camelot.Endings is the last book in the series, and I would recommend reading them in order. This

is naturally where everything comes to a head, and Britt must unite Britain against a larger

enemy.There are many things that I love about this series: I love Britt's relationship with her knights.

They can tell that she cares about them. When she pushes them to a higher code of conduct, they

rise to the occasion, all except for pigheaded Lancelot! I love the research that obviously went into

this series. K.M. Shea uses characters from real Arthurian legends, but she doesn't pigeonhole

them. Morgan Le Fey may be an enchantress, but that doesn't make her evil. I love the humor in

there stories. Britt and Merlin are both pretty sarcastic, and their reactions to Lancelot crack me

up.This book was well written, and made me wish that the series wasn't over. I would love to see

spinoff books or novellas, or anything else that K. M. Shea dares to write. She is that good!Content:

clean (some kissing, mild violence-battle scene)

I've been reading King Arthur and her Knights since middle school and am now a senior in

highschool about to graduate. Endings tied up the whole series. I loved that there was strong

character development from a nameless character (no spoilers), and the moment when it's revealed

that something Britts been talking about since the first book had significance all along I nearly threw

my phone (which has my kindle app) across the room. There were a few points I wished had been

explained more or newer characters I would have loved to spend more time with, but overall a

beautiful finale. I'm both happy and sad to know that Britts adventures are over. She was with me as

I grew up, but I'm sure I'll visit her many times as I continue with my new adult life. ;)

I have been both eagerly awaiting this book and dreading it. Anticipating it because I have adored

this series and I absolutely love the characters and story line and what KM Shea has done with the

King Arthur legends in the other books of this series. Dreading it because I love this series and this

characters and King Arthur legends never end happily. So far, every King Arthur retelling I've read

or watched tends to end either heavy on the bittersweet or just plain sad. As in, everyone dies.I had

a guess how this series would end. The author had set it up too plainly with the whole time travel

thing to have it end any other way. But that still wasn't the ending I wanted. In a way, I didn't want

Britt to return to her own time, even though she missed it, because I didn't want her to leave her

new family behind.I'm not going to say any more because that would be way to spoilery, but the

ending blew me away. Yes, there was still bittersweet, but unlike most retellings, there was more

sweet than bitter in it. It was perfect. I really shouldn't have doubted that, of all authors to tackle King



Arthur retellings, KM Shea would be the first I've read to actually pull off a happy ending, stay mostly

true to the legends, and put her own unique stamp on it.

K.M. Shea just released her best book ever. Amazing, perfect, wonderful. This novels includes all

the elements of the Arthurian legends that we know and love but Kitty has made it all fit perfectly

with her own version of the story. I was worried how it would end, I will never doubt her again. One

of the best endings to a retelling I have ever read, It all fits in with the legend but we still get our

Happily Ever After. Well done Kitty. Two thumbs up.

Whew, what a read! What an ending! This entire series was good, but the way Kitty wrapped it up is

nothing short of perfection....How on earth am I going to talk about this book without giving away

spoilers?I guess... It started off like any other King Arthurs book, orienting the reader with Britt's

circumstances and sending our characters off on adventures. There were moments Britt and I both

wanted to slap some characters. There were times I literally laughed out loud and couldn't continue

reading until I'd calmed down. And there were some scenes or lines that were just "awww, you

sweet person, you!"I'm really happy with the character development of many of the characters.

Some didn't get as much spotlight as others, obviously, and though I would like to see more of them

now, the story's pacing is probably best left as is.So. Now for the ending of Endings. I was

wondering throughout the entire book how Kitty was going to wrap it all up satisfactorily, and I did

guess a couple of things correctly. But the vast majority of it, I was completely wrong, and I wouldn't

have it any other way. The last two chapters were just phenomenal, way better than anything I

could've expected. Kitty had a lot of dynamite on her hands, as I'm sure any author does with series

finales, but she managed to make it all work.I couldn't quite give this book five stars, though. Like

many K.M. Shea novels, there was quite a bit of overt bragging on the heroine by multiple

characters. Like the previous King Arthurs books, we hear that Britt's an amazing leader, she really

cares, she inspires so many, because she's an amazing leader, because she inspires so many,

because she cares, etc. It gets a little tiring. I also have a vague impression of there being

something else that I was going to complain about, but I can't remember it now.Anyways, all

problems I had with this book were very, very minor, and I'd really like to give this book 4.5 stars. I

highly recommend this series. It starts out good and ends fantastic.
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